**Electric Devices Oust the Divining Rod**

New Ways of Finding Ore Bodies in Earth

Washington—Man's long search for and mining of metals and ore may soon be at an end. At least the search will be greatly simplified because the ore body can be practically detected by electric devices. Many of these devices are now ready for mining engineers to try in the search for ore bodies. The devices are so sensitive that they can detect ore bodies which are too small to be seen with the naked eye.

WASHINGTON.—Seventeen years, of electric ore-traps are being developed through the agency of Geophysics and associated companies. The equipment may be used for locating and recovering minerals in the earth. The electric devices are designed to detect the presence of minerals in the earth and to locate them accurately.


diverted. In finding fields where the beds of the earth are not at an angle, the electric devices can be used to locate the presence of minerals in the earth and to locate them accurately.

The bureau of mines in each country is expected to receive the results of the work done by the electric devices and to make use of them in the search for ore bodies.

**Hungarians, Lost Years Ago, Found**

Captured by Russian Soldiers and Forgotten.

El Paso, Texas—A search party of the Hungarian government has been sent to the El Paso district to locate the site of the Hungarian colony which was destroyed by the United States government in 1879.


did not locate the site of the Hungarian colony. The search party was unable to locate the site of the colony because it was destroyed by the United States government in 1879.

The search party will be furnished with maps and other information by the Hungarian government to assist in the search for the site of the colony.

**Exhibits in Orange and Olive Show**

The annual Orange and Olive and Fruit and Vegetable Show at the State Fair, sponsored by the Orange and Olive growers in the state, was held recently. The fair was attended by many people and was a great success.

The exhibits of oranges and olives were originated by the Orange and Olive growers in the state. The fair was attended by many people and was a great success.

The exhibits of oranges and olives were originated by the Orange and Olive growers in the state. The fair was attended by many people and was a great success.

**Lore for Dog-Owners**

By Albert Payson Terhune

**HERO-DOGS OF TODAY**

Famous Statuaries

Crumbling Away

Pitures换自《洛斯安老友》

Famous statues are crumbling away. A stone statue of a woman, the work of a famous sculptor, has been discovered in a mountain valley. The statue is a tribute to a famous singer, and is a masterpiece of his art. The statue is now crumbling away, and the sculptor is working to save it.

Some sculptors oppose the destruction of old statues, and are working to save them. The public is becoming more interested in the preservation of statues, and the sculptor is working to save the statue.

Tried Woman

In a small town near the ocean, a woman was found dead. She had been murdered, and the police are investigating the case. The woman was a noted musician, and many people are shocked by her death. The police are working to find the murderer, and the woman's family is mourning her loss.
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CHAPTER XII—Continued

Chapter Title

"And I'm afraid of making too much noise."

"Where's your hat?"

"I've never had a hat," said the young man, as he adjusted his cap. "And I'm afraid of making too much noise."

"Oh, I see."

The young man smiled, his eyes twinkling mischievously. "I promise not to make too much noise."

Chapter Title

"Well, then, let's get started."

"But I'm afraid of making too much noise."

"Don't worry," said the young man, "I promise not to make too much noise."

Chapter Title

"Then let's get started."
Cross-Word Puzzle

Fruit Maturity Told by Tester

"A trick still remains, even in the hearts of languages, which is never passed off as being quite mastered," wrote a poet. "An invitation, therefore, to be taken as an indication of the society's progress. By means of a 'knowledge of the language' a change in meaning has been made to be a change in the understanding of the world. The poet, therefore, is an offspring of the new and the first language, and the new and the first language are still being merged.

Test Storage Fruit

When the season has come, the fruit growers will have the opportunity to test the storage of fruit in the season. The results of the tests will be of great interest to the industry, as the results of the tests will be of great interest to the industry.

Selection of Last Week's Puzzle

Healthy, Happy Babies

The best way to keep babies healthy is to give them nutritious foods, plenty of fresh air, and enough sleep. These elements are especially important for the growth and development of the baby.

Milk, eggs, fruits, and vegetables are all part of a healthy diet for babies. Foods that are rich in calcium, such as milk and cheese, are essential for the development of healthy bones.

WINSLOW'S SYRUP

A warm, golden syrup that soothes sore throats!

Choice Pure-Bred Bull

It is important to have pure-bred bulls in the herd to ensure the best quality and productivity. Only the best bulls are selected to be used in the breeding program. They are carefully bred and selected to produce the best offspring possible.
Two New Remington Portable Typewriters
Just Received

J. B. TRAVIS

A Happy New Year to All
is the wish of

BRUCE & LOHRBERG BROS.

If You Want Satisfaction
Come to RUELL'S GROCERY
Some of Our Saturday Specials
1 Each Boy or Girl 25c
2 each Park or Nurse 1Nc
2 pounds Eggs 25c
Our Special Hedge Coffee 1Nc
4 pounds Oreos 39c

We have several good bargains and you know about our peppers.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU
from
The Square Deal Cash & Circle Station
Van Buren

Try Gobles First!
Patronize Our ADVERTISERS

For Florida Warmth
in Michigan

Use Dixie Gem Coal
Nothing better, more economical. Bring and make your own coal. Get all you need to keep your furnace in good running order.

Make your hens pay you a profit
For 1 CENT BIRD MOUNTS. Red of New Haven, Chickens, Turkeys, Ducks, Guinea Fowl, Hazel Gage, Peking Bantam, Buff, and Blue Wyandot. Send 10c to J. S. Haskins, Box 169, Detroit. Send 50c for Catalog. Free to Good Customers. Ask for it at your store today.

Big stock of 43 per cent Cottonseed Oil Mail Deal, Michigan, Hazelnut, Fort and all cold pressed.

Always in the market for any kind of produce and paying the price and the best deal each time.

Use Advance Dairy Feed
16 per cent. Price $2.00 per cwt.
Cost 80c per 24 and 9c per 20 pounds

THE GOBLELL MVILLE MILK COMPANY
DEEP BROOK, MICHIGAN

To Our Many Friends

May the New Year bring success and happiness to you and yours is the wish of the

Make 1926 an ELECTRIC YEAR
Cook, heat, wash, iron and clean by electricity and save money.

STORE BUILDING
Stock and Fixtures for Sale
This property belongs to the estate of
Dennis Conley and must be sold to settle same.

W. J. Richards, Administrator
Kendall, Michigan

WEBSTER'S NEW DICTIONARIES
THE NEWS OFFICE

Myers's of course
The Big Store on the Corner

MYERS NEW YEAR TO ALL
We are breaking and all male and female will go at bargain prices. Sunday we will sell in the new year with some GOOD CASH SPECIALS. Come in and see.

Happy New Year
Cypress
For Floors, Fixtures, Colour, Fixtures, and Canvas Shades. For Sale at Summit Furniture Co.

Yellow Pine
Pine, White Maple, Hard and Soft
Car of Ives & Robinson in Store
J. L. Clement & Sons

We wish you a Happy New Year
Still Selling Cars
We have on Hand This Week
1925 Forte
1925 30 Series
1924 Coupes with Autolamps
Three 1925 30's
1925 Coupes
1930 Roadster with Autolamps
Ford Thrift and Touring model
1919 Ford Brougham
1927 Dodge Touring

A good many people have already bought new cars and are well pleased.

A small down payment will deliver you the car you want and can be anything you want to keep a lot of change.

Rememember we carry our own stock which means money.

Every car sold for $250 or more is Guaranteed, Battery and Electrical Equipment included.

WILL TRADE FOR ANYTHING
E. A. Marcx Used Car Market
CARRIAGE RENGBURG, N. Y.

The First State Bank
Onondaga, New York
"ASKING PERMISSION TO IMPROVE OUR COMMUNITY" "The Bank That backs the Farmer"

New Year's Greetings
To you of our friends who have so generously contributed to your kindness and interest in this good and our confidence that you will do this once in your lifetime with us—we have a large degree become a truly noble and true partner in our success for we need this great feeling as much as the true appreciation we feel.

Hardwoods

E. J. MERRIFIELD
Chairman, Manager

Sony Gas & Elec. Co., Inc.
R. B. Brown, Manager

Trademarks Per Cent Faster, Per Cent Stronger

The Watch Dog of Prices and Quality

Goble's Co-operative Ass'n
John Leiser, Jr., Pres.

Quality Bakery
W. H. Reeves

Michigan Gas & Electric Co., Inc.
E. J. Graham, Manager

Implement